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“Shmoogery briganjelly flip-flapper Free Willy? Saus?”

MAT OLSON: The mating call of the otter. (OOOOUUUUTEEEERRRRSS)
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Elves’N’CrackenSoup Gloop... Gross, nevermind.
BOOTS: FLERN!!!!!!!! FLERNDY FLERN FLERN FLERN
SEAN HOWARD: ~*~ sExY-hAmZ ~*~

Presidential Debate Drinking Game!

By MO

   * “World’s Second-Best Grandma” sweatshirts
   * Ten-cent bills that are actually just Monopoly money.
   * Depressant Table--just like Stim Table, but with chamomile tea, laughing gas, and 
whiskey,  instead of  that weird-ass liquid caffeine shit, because sometimes you just need 
to go the fuck to sleep, amiright?
   * Realistic-looking remote-controlled fish. Imagine maneuvering one around a lake 
and, like, watching an old-timey fisherman catch it, and just taking a picture of  his 
response. Yeah.
   *Pie-delivery places. Legitimately just Pizza Hut, but for pumpkin, apple, and choco-
late pies. Delivered in a special red thermo-sleeve to your door at all hours of  the night.
  * SOMETHING FOR ME TO FUCKING WRITE ABOUT THAT IS NOT THIS. 
Seriously.

You know what’s all the rage here at Reed College of  late? Drinking. More specifically, drinking games. Games. With alcohol. You know what’s significantly less “the rage,” but still important? Politics. This Wednesday, 
Barack Obama and Mitt Romney will duke it out over who should, like, run the country and shit. As a way to stir up interest in this fascinating civic discourse, I propose a campus-wide drinking game, the rules of  which 
I will make up as I go along, the relative safety of  which I can IN NO WAY guarantee. Let’s get started!

SUPPLIES
• As many cups as you have friends.
• Some strangers you find, because we all know you don’t have enough friends.
• Some cups for those strangers, who have not yet been accounted for, cup-wise.
• A large-ish quantity of  the alcoholic beverage of  your choice (in my limited capacity as a decent 

person, I must warn you that hard alcohol probably is not the best choice for this particular game. 
Mostly because it’s expensive.)

• Access to cable/a live stream of  the debate.
• 1 Oxford English Dictionary (online will do, but know that I’m totally judging you). 

RULES
• Each time Mitt Romney says the words “family values,” take a drink.
• Each time Obama tries to stifle a laugh at some dumb shit Romney says, take a drink.
• Each time a candidate is reprimanded for interrupting his opponent/speaking out of  turn, take a 

drink.
• Each time audience applause drowns out the candidates, chug until everybody shuts the hell up.
• Each time the word “faith” is said (by either candidate, but I’m lookin’ at you, Mittens), take a drink.
• Whoever is the first to yell “FLAG” upon spotting an American flag gets to order all the other play-

ers to chug for an amount of  time of  his/her choice.
• If  (read: when) Willard says a word that you suspect either a) is not a real word, or b) does not mean what he thinks it means, LOOK THAT SHIT UP. If  (read: when) your suspicions 

are confirmed, everyone but the one who called it has to take a drink.
• If  your home state gets mentioned in any context, take a gulp. If  you are from outside the U.S., drink any time someone (read: Romney) makes a dumb comment about immigrants.

By EC 

“My pussy tastes like Pepsi Cola” – Lana Del Rey

BOLD CLAIM, Lana. Describing yourself  as this generation’s Nancy Sinatra wasn’t dar-
ing enough; you had to take on the cola giants. Who do you want to be, Lana? Is it Dusty 
Springfield, or Dr. Pepper? You’ve already said you won’t be making another album and that 
you want to branch into film. Will I see Lana Del Rey in a movie, or have some with my 
popcorn? Assuming it’s the latter, I’m going to do this now before the cola companies roll it 
into their 2013 ad-campaigns: What follows is a blind taste test with Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and 
Lana Del Rey’s pussy. Here are my impressions of  the three samples, A, B, and C:

A: Very fizzy. Has a strong bite to it. I’m detecting some strong cinnamon that’s masking a 
little bit of  citrus. Not too sugary. Based on past experience and my personal preferences, if  
I had to guess right now I’d say that this one is either Coke or Lana Del Rey’s pussy, but not 
the Pepsi.

B: This one is sweet, like they almost put too much high fructose corn syrup in the vat. 
Definitely tasting a more complex mix of  flavors here, an edge of  lemon. Pretty smooth, 
but leaves your mouth sticky because of  all the sugar. I realize now that I’ve only had Mexi-
can Coke of  late. My palate is so accustomed to cane sugar that I’ve really got no clue what 
A or B is. Either one very well could be Lana Del Rey’s pussy.

C: Tastes like pennies.

Things that Really Ought to Exist

By EC 

A—Coke
B—Pepsi
C—Carly Rae Jepsen’s blood (Damn. How’s that for human error?)

What they really were:

By EC 

These fucking Ultimate Frisbee* players have been having their little “match” or 
“tournament” or whatever-the-fuck outside Naito-Sullivan for the better part of  two 
days, and I’m fucking tired of  their chanting, and their cheering, and their “good-game” 
hand-clapping that makes me think they’re done for the day but NO, that’s just the end 
of  ROUND FUCKING ONE. Basically, I have a strong urge to harass them in some 
way--nothing serious, just....ah, fuck, now they’re blowing a goddamned AIR HORN. 
Scratch that last bit, shit just got real. My options are:

        PLAN: Procure speakers; hook said speakers up to my laptop, and proceed to blast 
“Call Me Maybe,” the Llama Song, Justin Bieber’s “Baby,” and the Numa Numa Song on 
a continuous loop until they leave. DRAWBACKS: Might exacerbate the frisbee-induced 
suffering my dormies are likely experiencing; might lead to projectiles being flung (with 
great skill) at my window.

        PLAN: Locate someone familiar with the rules of  Ultimate Frisbee; have them tell 
me when the game (match? session? toss?) has become intense; proceed to yell horribly 
distracting things at the players, causing them to...I dunno, fumble? DRAWBACKS: 
All the Reedies who know the rules of  Ultimate Frisbee are already out there, playing 
Ultimate Frisbee and annoying the fuck out of  me.

        PLAN: Find the sports-field sprinkler switch; activate sprinklers; yell “WELCOME 
TO PORTLAND, BITCHES!” before heading back inside to watch the show from 
my conveniently-placed window. DRAWBACKS: Lingering effects of  Honor Principle 
training prevent me from taking proper joy in dousing a bunch of  unsuspecting jocks.

PLAN: Buy some fucking earplugs. DRAWBACKS: a) I’m a lazy motherfucker, and b) 
then I’d have literally nothing to write about. 

*NOTE: This article was written a few weeks ago, when it was always the fucking frisbee 
players. As of  late, it has largely shifted toward rugby players. Unfortunately, I am signifi-
cantly more intimidated by rugby players than I am by Ultimate Frisbee players, and thus 
chose not the edit this article to account for the change. HONOR, FUCK YEAH!

Fuckin’ Ultimate Frisbee Players

Lana Del Rey’s Genitalia, Coke, or Pepsi?


